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ABSTRACT

In software and hardware testing, generating multiple inputs which satisfy a given set of constraints is an important problem with applications in fuzz testing and stimulus generation. However, it is a challenge to perform the sampling efficiently, while generating a diverse set of inputs which satisfy the constraints. We developed a new algorithm QuickSampler which requires a small number of solver calls to produce millions of samples which satisfy the constraints with high probability. We evaluate QuickSampler on large real-world benchmarks and show that it can produce unique valid solutions orders of magnitude faster than other state-of-the-art sampling tools, with a distribution which is reasonably close to uniform in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given a set of constraints, the problem of generating a set of random solutions to the constraints is important both in software and hardware testing and verification. For instance, conventional symbolic execution [13, 25] and dynamic symbolic execution techniques [1–4, 7, 8, 12, 18, 19, 24, 28, 35–40, 42] generate a path constraint for each prefix of feasible execution paths in a program and use an SMT-solver to generate a solution for each such constraint. However, in practice, these techniques face scalability problems because the number of paths for any reasonable program is astronomically large. Instead of generating a single solution for the path constraint of a path prefix, one could generate multiple solutions to randomly test multiple paths having the same prefix. We call this approach constraint-based fuzzing. If multiple solutions could be generated efficiently, this would significantly speedup symbolic execution and reap the benefits of random testing [6, 17, 21, 22, 34, 45, 46].

Similar ideas have been proposed and developed in hardware verification. For example, constrained-random verification (CRV) [33] has been proposed to generate high-quality inputs for hardware designs. In CRV, verification engineers specify preconditions required by the hardware and other constraints based on domain-specific knowledge [32, 47]. Multiple random inputs satisfying the constraints are then generated using a constraint solver that can sample random solutions from a constraint.

However, despite its importance, the problem of sampling a diverse set of solutions efficiently is still challenging today [9]. There are approaches which give strong guarantees of uniformity [11], but are expensive to run when a large number of samples is required. Other approaches use heuristics for faster sampling [43], but that can make the samples biased towards one portion of the sampling space.

In this work, we specifically focus on the goal of generating random samples to be used as inputs for testing. We assume that the constraints are given as Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problems, since constraints from higher level domains, such as bit-vectors or other satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) problems can be mapped into SAT. Our goal is to efficiently generate lots of random satisfying assignments to SAT formulas, also known as SAT witnesses.

In the testing domain, it is often acceptable to generate invalid solutions some of the time. For example, in constraint-based fuzzing, we may use constraints to direct the execution towards a certain portion of the program, but it is still fine if some samples don’t satisfy the constraints and end up executing other program parts. It is also important to notice that, in the testing domain, the most important metric is the number of unique valid solutions generated over time. That is because each unique valid input can help cover new portions of the program and find previously unseen bugs, while repeated samples do not increase coverage.

With that in mind, we have designed QuickSampler, a new technique for efficient sampling. QuickSampler uses a small number of constraint solver calls to generate a large number of samples. QuickSampler works as follows. First, it finds a random assignment to the variables of the Boolean formula (i.e. the constraint). Such an assignment may not satisfy the formula. QuickSampler then uses a MAX-SAT solver to find a solution of the formula that is close to the random satisfying assignment. It then flips the value of each variable in the solution and again uses MAX-SAT to find another close solution of the formula. The difference between the
original solution and the modified solution is called an atomic mutation. For each variable in the formula, this generates at most one atomic mutation. A small bounded number of such atomic mutations are then combined and applied to the original solution to generate a potentially new solution. We found that such combinations of small atomic mutations often result in new valid random solutions. This is because each atomic mutation identifies a small set of variables that are tightly coupled with each other. Whereas the variables from two different atomic mutations are often independent. Therefore, if two such atomic mutations are combined and applied to the original solution, then the resulting solution will often satisfy the formula. The entire process is repeated several times. Since QUICKSAMPLER creates lots of solutions by simply combining atomic mutations, it avoids making frequent solver calls (which is often the bottleneck). This in turn results in quick generation of lots of random solutions.

We have implemented QUICKSAMPLER as an open-source tool available at https://github.com/RafaelTupynamba/quicksampler/. We use Z3 [14] to solve MAX-SAT queries. The samples generated by QUICKSAMPLER are not guaranteed to satisfy a given formula, but our experiments show that they are valid solutions in our benchmarks with high probability (i.e., ≥ 0.75). QUICKSAMPLER also produces unique valid solutions orders of magnitude (i.e., ≥ 1000×) faster than other state-of-the-art samplers, while generating a distribution of samples which is still close to uniform. For applications which require only valid solutions, it is also possible to use our technique, by simply checking the samples for validity and filtering out the invalid ones. Our evaluation shows that QUICKSAMPLER is still faster than the other samplers, even when including this additional checking.

2 RELATED WORK

There are several different techniques used to tackle the problem of sampling solutions to Boolean constraints [29]. The problem of sampling SAT witnesses is also closely related to the problem of counting the number of solutions, which has \#P-complete complexity. Several sampling techniques can be applied to model counting or use some form of model counting internally [16, 30, 44].

One class of sampling methods is based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms [26, 27]. These include simulated annealing and Metropolis-Hastings which are used to generate samples from a probability space. Those MCMC methods are guaranteed to eventually converge to the desired distribution (such as uniform sampling). However, this convergence is slow in practice for real-world problems, so the algorithms typically employ heuristics which make the sampling more biased [27, 43]. For example, [43] combines Metropolis steps with random walk steps through the assignments to the variables of the formula. In comparison, QUICKSAMPLER does not need to wait for a convergence time and covers the search space by finding solutions closest to randomly selected points.

One similar line of work attempts to modify the SAT solver search heuristics in order to generate a more diverse set of solutions [31]. However, unlike QUICKSAMPLER, this diverse sampling has different goals and does not attempt to cover the whole search space nearly uniformly. QUICKSAMPLER also does not modify the inner search strategies of SAT solvers, but instead uses the SAT solvers as an oracle to answer MAX-SAT queries.

The closest technique to QUICKSAMPLER in literature appears to be SEARCHTREE Sampler [16], which also uses a SAT solver as an oracle. However, SEARCHTREE Sampler performs simple satisfiability queries instead of the MAX-SAT queries by QUICKSAMPLER. SEARCHTREE Sampler works by exploring the tree of variable assignments in a breadth-first way, generating pseudosolutions, which are partial assignments to the variables that can be completed to a full solution. SEARCHTREE Sampler uses a parameter \( k \) which specifies the number of samples computed per level in the tree and can be used to trade-off uniformity and number of solver calls required. On the other hand, QUICKSAMPLER uses a different strategy to cover the search space, and also generates a vastly larger number of samples per solver call, by combining learned mutations.

A different class of algorithms is based on universal hashing [15, 30] and can provide strong guarantees of uniformity. These techniques work by adding additional constraints to the formula (known as hash functions) in order to partition the search space uniformly. Those hash functions are typically formed by computing the XOR of a random subset of variables [20]. UniGen2 [9] and UniGen2 [11] are examples of this class, with the latter also employing parallelism to improve performance. In comparison, QUICKSAMPLER does not attempt to be perfectly uniform, but only close to uniform in practice. QUICKSAMPLER primarily aims for efficiency, using solver calls which are much less expensive to solve than the XOR constraints of hash functions, and generating a large number of samples per solver call.

3 QUICKSAMPLER ALGORITHM

Given a Boolean formula \( \phi \), the goal of QUICKSAMPLER is to generate unique solutions of \( \phi \) efficiently. Another goal of QUICKSAMPLER is to make sure that solutions of \( \phi \) are sampled almost uniformly at random. The key idea behind QUICKSAMPLER is to make a small number of solver calls to generate a large number of potentially unique solutions of \( \phi \). The core algorithm behind QUICKSAMPLER works as follows. QUICKSAMPLER assumes that we are given an initial random solution \( \sigma \) (i.e. a satisfying assignment to \( \phi \)), where \( \sigma \) is a vector of 1s and 0s. Each location in the vector corresponds to a Boolean variable in \( \phi \) and the value at that location in the vector denotes the value assigned to this variable in the solution \( \sigma \). Let \( V \) be the set of all Boolean variables in \( \phi \). For example, in Figure 1 we
show a possible vector σ, in a case where the number of variables is |V| = 12.

For each variable v ∈ V, QuickSampler finds a solution σ_v such that σ_v and σ are minimally different and σ_v(v) ≠ σ(v), where σ(v) is the value of the variable v in the solution σ. Note that such a solution may not exist for all variables in V. The diff between σ and σ_v, which we will denote using δ_v and which is the XOR of σ and σ_v, is called an atomic mutation of σ. That is δ_v = σ_v ⊕ σ. In the example from Figure 1, if the first variable of the formula is a, we might find a new solution σ_a which has the first bit flipped (corresponding to variable a) and additionally other two bits flipped. The corresponding atomic mutation δ_a is also shown in Figure 1. Similarly, if the second variable of the formula is b, we might find a new solution σ_b as shown in Figure 1, which has the second bit (corresponding to variable b) flipped, but also other 3 bits flipped. The corresponding atomic mutation δ_b is again shown in Figure 1.

By definition, the atomic mutation δ_v always ensures that at least δ_v(v) is one, i.e. σ_v and σ, at least differ in the value of the variable v and difference in the values of the remaining variables is minimal. We will later explain how a MAX-SAT query to a SAT solver can be used to find σ_v given φ, σ, and v. Given σ, QuickSampler first computes the set of all atomic mutations by going over all the variables v ∈ V. Let us denote the set of all such atomic mutations by ∆^1_σ. Note that given σ and δ_v, we can compute σ_v as δ_v ⊕ σ.

After computing ∆^1_σ, QuickSampler computes sets of composite mutations ∆^k_σ for k > 1, where ∆^k_σ contains the union of all k distinct mutations in ∆^1_σ. For example, if δ_a and δ_b are two mutations in ∆^1_σ such that a ≠ b, then δ_a ∨ δ_b is a mutation present in ∆^2_σ. (Since each of δ_a and δ_b are bit-vectors, δ_a ∨ δ_b is computed by taking bitwise OR of the two bit-vectors.) For example, after computing the atomic mutations δ_a, δ_b ∈ ∆^1_σ from Figure 1, the combined mutation δ_a ∨ δ_b is added to ∆^2_σ. If we apply the combined mutation to σ, by computing σ ⊕ (δ_a ∨ δ_b) we obtain a new assignment σ', as in Figure 1. Note that σ' differs from σ on all the bits set in either of the two atomic mutations δ_a and δ_b.

This new assignment σ' is not guaranteed to be a valid solution, but we have found that it has a high probability of being valid in real benchmarks. This is because the differences δ_a and δ_b consist of a minimal set of bits which can be flipped while still preserving the satisfiability of the formula. So the bits in δ_a are likely to be closely related to each other by some clauses in the formula. It is likely that those clauses would still be satisfied in σ ⊕ (δ_a ∨ δ_b), where we flip all the bits from δ_a in addition to the bits from δ_b.

In general, each mutation δ present in a ∆^k_σ denotes a composite mutation and can be XORed with σ to get an assignment σ ⊕ δ to the variables in φ. Such an assignment may or may not be a solution of φ. Surprisingly, in our experiments we found that for small values of k (i.e. k ≤ 6), more than 73% of such assignments obtained by XORing are solutions of φ. Let us denote the assignments obtained by applying all the mutations present in ∆^k_σ to σ by Σ^k_σ, i.e.

$$\Sigma^k_\sigma = \{ \delta \oplus \sigma \mid \delta \in \Delta^k_\sigma \}$$

---

1Our heuristic to generate samples exploits the clause structure found in real-world benchmarks. We expect it to perform poorly if applied to a randomly-generated SAT formula.
in §3.1 the eager generation of samples, in §3.2 the use of the independent support of the formula, and in §3.3 the removal of unsatisfiable variables.

3.1 Eager Generation of Samples
As we have seen, QuickSampler only requires solver calls in order to produce the atomic mutations in $\Sigma^1$. After that, the computation of the samples in $\Sigma^2$ can be performed with simple bitwise operations. However, the solver calls can be expensive for the largest benchmarks. So ideally we would like to leverage each solver call to generate samples as soon as the call is completed, so that we do not need to wait for all solver calls before generating samples.

We have adapted the basic QuickSampler algorithm to generate samples as soon as each solver call is completed. Figure 2 presents an example of this eager generation. Each circle represents one mutation and inside it we indicate the number of atomic mutations used to generate it. When solution $\sigma_a$ is returned by the solver, we learn one atomic mutation $\delta_a$, represented by the first circle in the figure. Then, as soon as solution $\sigma_b$ becomes available, we learn the atomic mutation $\delta_b$ and also combine it with $\delta_a$ to generate a mutation in $\Delta^2$. Then, as soon as solution $\sigma_c$ becomes available, we learn the mutation $\delta_c$ and combine it with the three previously known mutations in order to generate three new mutations.

In conjunction with this eager generation of mutations, we also eliminate duplicate mutations in the current sampling epoch. We found it important to avoid duplicates within one epoch, otherwise we would output too many repeated samples and perform unnecessary work computing them.

We maintain a collection $\Delta$ of currently known mutations generated in the current epoch. Whenever we learn a new mutation from a solver call, we combine it with the mutations in $\Delta$. The new generated mutations are added to $\Delta$ only if they are previously unseen mutations in this epoch. Also, we only combine the new atomic mutations with mutations from $\Delta^k$ for $k < 6$. We do not want to generate mutations composed of more than 6 atomic mutations, because they would have a lower chance of generating valid solutions, according to our experiments.

3.2 Independent Support
Similarly to UniGen2 [9], we can restrict our sampler to only operate over the variables in an independent support $S$ of the formula, instead of generating assignments to all the variables in $V$. The independent support is a subset of variables which completely determines all the assignments to a formula. More specifically, given an assignment of values to the variables in the independent support $S$, there is at most one completion of this assignment to the remaining variables which satisfies the formula. So we can think of all other variables being dependent on the variables in the independent support. Knowing an independent support is helpful in reducing the number of variables for which we need to assign values.

In many cases, an independent support arises naturally from the application. For example, when the Tseytin transformation is used to transform a combinatorial logic circuit into a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), auxiliary variables are introduced for all intermediate wires in the circuit. All of those auxiliary variables can be uniquely determined given the inputs to the circuit, so the inputs form an independent support. In cases when an independent support is not known for a formula, there are also methods to compute a minimal independent support for it [23].

3.3 Unsatisfiable variables
If one MAX-SAT query for variable $v$ returns no solutions, we learn that $v$ can only have one truth value in this formula. When this happens in the first epoch, we record the variable $v$ in a set $U$ of unsatisfiable variables. Then, we do not try to flip the value of $v$ again in other epochs. We found that, over all benchmarks, on average 6% of the variables from the independent support were added to the set $U$. This means that, after the first epoch, all subsequent epochs can work over a reduced sampling set and avoid unnecessary solver calls.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented\textsuperscript{2} the technique in C++, using Z3 [14] as the underlying solver. QuickSampler uses the Z3 optimization subsystem iZ [5] in order to solve the MAX-SAT queries. We also use the push() and pop() interfaces to efficiently add and remove constraints from a single solving context.

QuickSampler takes as input a SAT formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), represented in the DIMACS file format. The formula includes a list of variables which compose its independent support.

Our implementation outputs the samples generated to a file without checking if they are valid solutions. If desirable, it is possible to add a posterior check which verifies if the samples are valid or not (and possibly filters out the invalid ones). We also do not check for duplicates, which can appear between different epochs in the sampling algorithm. This global check for uniqueness could also be added, but it would require an additional time and memory.

\textsuperscript{2}The source code is available at https://github.com/RafaelTupynamba/quickSampler.
overhead. Some applications might prefer not to keep all generated samples in memory, and allow the generation of repeated samples instead.

We have implemented an offline analysis to check if the samples are valid and generate histograms that count how many times each solution has been sampled. We record the time taken by the sample generation and also the time taken by the checking phase. The checking phase is not heavily optimized and for most benchmarks it was more expensive than the sampling phase. We believe there is still room for improvement in the checking phase, since all it needs to do is to propagate the values of the independent support to the remaining variables and check if all clauses are satisfied.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate QuickSampler by comparing against two state-of-the-art samplers UniGen2 [9] and SearchTreeSampler [16]. UniGen2 provides strong uniformity guarantees, by using hash functions composed of XOR constraints in order to partition the search space into similar-sized bins.

SearchTreeSampler, on the other hand, uses the SAT solver to find pseudosolutions (partial assignments to the first few variables) and progressively augments the pseudosolutions into real solutions. SearchTreeSampler is only approximately uniform. The uniformity can be increased with a higher number of samples per level \( k \), but at a cost of also increasing the number of solver calls required. In our experiments, we used the default value of \( k = 50 \).

Both QuickSampler and UniGen2 can leverage the knowledge of an independent support of the formula to improve sampling performance. So in order to make for a fair comparison, we modified SearchTreeSampler to use this additional information. We reorder the variables of the formula in order to place first the ones which are part of the independent support. And we additionally tell SearchTreeSampler to finish sampling after processing those variables and output pseudosolutions (assignments to the variables of the independent support) that it has produced so far. Since an assignment to the independent support can only be completed to one solution, there is no need to find assignments to the remaining variables.

For the evaluation, we use the set of benchmarks from the UniGen2 paper [9] available online. From the benchmarks listed in [9], we found 173 on the online repo. The benchmarks include bit-blasted versions of SMTLib benchmarks, ISCAS89 circuits augmented with parity conditions on randomly chosen subsets of outputs and next-state variables, problems arising from automated program synthesis and constraints arising in bounded model checking. Thus, they are representative of the kinds of constraints that might appear in SMT formulas for software testing or circuit constraints for hardware.

On 10 benchmarks, UniGen2 reported an error because the specified independent support is not really an independent support for the formula. In all those benchmarks, we verified that the number of solutions computed by the exact model counter sharp-SAT [41] is larger than \( 2^{38} \), which should not happen if \( S \) is a real independent support for the formula. So we decided to exclude those benchmarks from our results. The results in this paper include the remaining 163 benchmarks.

On 3 benchmarks, UniGen2 could not estimate the number of solutions: on parity.sk_11_11, UniGen2 raised a floating point exception and on isolateRightmost.sk_7_481 and listReverse.sk_11_43, the ApproxMC [10] model counter used by UniGen2 couldn't finish even in 40 hours. On 2 benchmarks, UniGen2 estimated the number of solutions but couldn't produce any samples: on doublyLinkedList.sk_8_37 it timed out and on diagStencilClean.sk_41_36 it ran out of memory.

The experiments were conducted on a 12-core, 3.50GHz Intel Core i7-5930K CPU. For each benchmark, each of the algorithms was given one core and 1.5 GB of memory. For QuickSampler and SearchTreeSampler, we allowed a maximum timeout of 1 hour, or 2 hours on the hardest benchmarks. We also stopped the sampling after a large number of samples had been produced (at least 10 million samples).

For UniGen2, we requested the generation of 1000 samples for most benchmarks, allowing up to 20 hours to produce them. For the hardest benchmarks, we reduced the number of requested samples to 500. For all the benchmarks in which UniGen2 failed to produce any samples, it times out after 20 hours even when the number of requested samples was 1.

5.1 Correctness of Samples

On Table 1, we list the average number of samples produced and how many of those were valid, on one epoch of the sampling algorithm. The results were averaged across all 163 benchmarks. They are classified according to the number of individual atomic mutations which compose the mutation. The base solution used in the epoch is the one with 0 atomic mutations and the neighbors of the base solution obtained when flipping each bit correspond to 1 atomic mutation. Those are always valid solutions to the formula, since they are obtained as the result of solver calls.

From 2 to 6 atomic mutations, we see that the fraction of valid solutions decreases from 96% to 73%. And overall, 75% of all samples produced were valid, when we allow a maximum of 6 atomic mutations. Table 1 shows that, by adjusting this maximum, we can
change the accuracy of the sampling. For example, with a maximum of 5 atomic mutations instead of 6, the fraction of valid samples would increase to 83%. However, there would be a substantial decrease in the quantity of samples produced. We have chosen to use the maximum number of 6 atomic mutations to allow the generation of millions of samples, while still having a reasonably good accuracy of 75%.

If $n$ is the number of atomic mutations, then the number of mutations of level 6 can go up to $\binom{n}{6}$, a sixth-degree polynomial in $n$. This explains why we can generate millions of samples from only tens of atomic mutations.

### 5.2 Performance Comparison

For the performance comparison, we define $t_q$, $t_s$, $t_u$ to be the average time taken by QuickSampler, SearchTreeSampler and UniGen2, respectively to produce a valid sample. $t_q$ was computed as $t_q = T_q/(s_q \cdot p)$, where $T_q$ is the total execution time, $s_q$ is the total number of samples produced and $p$ is the fraction of samples which are valid for QuickSampler. We additionally define $t_q^*$ to be the estimated time per valid sample that QuickSampler would require if it also checked all samples for validity. $t_q^*$ was computed as $t_q^* = (T_q + T_c)/(s_q \cdot p)$, where $T_c$ is the total time taken to check the validity of all $s_q$ produced samples.

Table 2 shows the performance comparison among a selected set of benchmarks. We have included the largest benchmarks (more than 4000 variables), the benchmarks which were listed as representative benchmarks in [9] and the benchmarks used for uniformity plots in §5.3. This includes the benchmarks which QuickSampler or SearchTreeSampler found hard.

The first group of columns in Table 2 shows basic information about the benchmarks: size of the independent support, number of variables, clauses and solutions. The number of solutions was obtained from UniGen2. On most benchmarks, an exact number of solutions is known, while for some we only know an approximation (represented with $\approx$) and on some UniGen2 failed completely to compute the number of solutions.

The second group of columns shows results for QuickSampler: the number of epochs completed, number of MAX-SAT solver calls, number of samples generated, fraction of samples which are valid and the average times per valid sample $t_q$ and $t_q^*$, in microseconds. The third and fourth group of columns present results for SearchTreeSampler and UniGen2: the number of samples produced and the average time per sample, taken in comparison with the QuickSampler time $t_q$.

The mean value for some ratios of interest is shown on Table 3. For example, $t_s/t_q \approx 10^{2.5\pm0.8}$. This was computed by taking the average and the standard deviation of $\log_{10}(t_s/t_q)$ across all benchmarks.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the average time per valid sample, against SearchTreeSampler and UniGen2. As reported in Table 3, QuickSampler was on average 2.5 orders of magnitude faster than SearchTreeSampler and 4.7 orders of magnitude faster than UniGen2. Overall, QuickSampler was only slower than SearchTreeSampler on the benchmark diagStencilClean.sk_41_36, with $t_s/t_q = 6.6 \cdot 10^{-5}$. We believe QuickSampler did not do well on diagStencilClean.sk_41_36 because the Z3 solver used in our implementation did not perform well on this formula. In comparison, MiniSAT, the solver used by SearchTreeSampler, was much faster on this benchmark. The opposite effect can be seen, for example, on parity.sk_11_11, where MiniSAT was only able to complete a small number of solver calls.

Next we present graphs of the same metrics, but now also taking into account the time that would be required for QuickSampler to check if the samples are valid. This should only be needed if the application cannot deal with invalid samples. Figures 4a and 4b show the comparison with SearchTreeSampler and UniGen2, respectively. We see that QuickSampler is still 1 order of magnitude faster than SearchTreeSampler and 3.2 orders of magnitude faster than UniGen2, even when including this checking time. QuickSampler was only slower than SearchTreeSampler on three benchmarks,
Table 2: Comparison of sampling algorithms

| Benchmark       | $|$ | Vars | Classes | Solutions |
|-----------------|----|------|---------|-----------|
| blasted_case47  | 28 | 118  | 328     | 262144    |
| blasted_case110 | 17 | 287  | 125     | 16394     |
| sk20a.7        | 23 | 616  | 1703    | 591872    |
| sk20a.15.7     | 23 | 685  | 1987    | 722944    |
| sk30a.3.2      | 32 | 868  | 1850    | 10040772  |
| sk119a.3.2     | 32 | 690  | 1805    | 103890240 |
| sk83a.15.7     | 23 | 693  | 2017    | 3713024   |
| blasted_square16| 45 | 827  | 2725    | 27477969944 |
| blasted_square17| 72 | 1627 | 5835    | 166527590880 |
| blasted_square17| 72 | 1627 | 5835    | 1664948144960 |
| ProcessBean.sk_8_64 | 64 | 4768 | 14458   | >700938627072 |
| sk_n.38        | 38 | 4842 | 17288   | 3609905720 |
| sk_3_52        | 52 | 4913 | 15547   | 439984613194 |
| sk_2_48        | 48 | 4969 | 17860   | 1095911627776 |
| sk_4_50        | 50 | 6683 | 24816   | 219922355532 |
| doublyLabeledList.sk_8_37 | 37 | 6890 | 26918   | 2038431744 |
| sk_3_48        | 48 | 6993 | 23867   | 295980292288 |
| sk_3_45        | 45 | 10909 | 27056   | 27477969944 |
| LogService.sk_23_36* | 36 | 1151 | 41411   | 166380 |
| sortik.sk_8_52 | 52 | 12125 | 49611   | >88046829568 |
| parity.sk_13_1* | 11 | 13116 | 47006   | 686153839098 |
| 77.sk_3_44      | 44 | 14535 | 25725   | 18251611008 |
| 20.sk_1_51      | 51 | 15475 | 60994   | 37015871547440 |
| enqueuerStack.sk_10_42 | 42 | 16466 | 58515   | >35354458200 |
| karatsuba.sk_4_31* | 31 | 19594 | 82117   | 1245184 |
| diagnosticielClean.sk_41_36* | 36 | 378131 | 2110471 | >13 |
| tutorial.sk_4_31* | 31 | 486193 | 2598178 | >49230872 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{QuickSampler}$ Samples</th>
<th>$\text{Valid}$ $t_s$ (µs)</th>
<th>$\text{µt}$ (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11096350</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>4023680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10017640</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>611981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908868</td>
<td>0.000066</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{SearchTreeSampler}$ Samples</th>
<th>$\text{t}_{s/q}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11096350</td>
<td>3932170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10017640</td>
<td>10502350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908868</td>
<td>245762</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{UniGen2}$ Samples</th>
<th>$\text{t}_{s/q}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11096350</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10017640</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908868</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at 1 hour. The names of those benchmarks are marked with an asterisk in Table 2.

Figure 5a compares unique solutions produced by QuickSampler and SearchTreeSampler. On average, the number of unique solutions produced by QuickSampler was 2.3 orders of magnitude larger, as seen in Table 3. On only one benchmark it was lower (karatsuba.sk_7_41, with $u_s/u_q = 0.76$).

In Figure 5b, we present the ratio of unique solutions between QuickSampler and UniGen2. Again, the ratio was lower only on karatsuba.sk_7_41, with $u_s/u_q = 0.08$. On average, $u_s$ was 4.4 orders of magnitude higher than $u_q$. We found that QuickSampler performed poorly on karatsuba.sk_7_41 because it had not completed one sampling epoch within the first hour of execution, and most of the samples are generated towards the end of the sampling epoch. However, within 2 hours, QuickSampler was able to complete 2 sampling epochs, generating a vastly larger amount of samples, as reported in Table 2.

5.3 Uniformity of Coverage

The results from §5.2 show that QuickSampler can produce unique valid solutions very fast, which was our primary goal. But we would still like to check if the distribution of samples produced is similar to uniform, because we don’t want to be missing a large portion of the solution space, while focusing on a very biased subset of solutions. We have designed our main sampling function to start from a random point in the space of possible variable assignments in order to make our coverage more uniform. This also guarantees that any solution has a positive probability of being output by our algorithm.

In order to empirically evaluate the uniformity of QuickSampler, we compare its distribution of solutions with the ones from the
two other samplers SearchTreeSampler, UniGen2 as well as a
distribution from a perfect uniform sampler. Only the valid samples
are considered in this analysis. We compare on the benchmarks
for which the number of samples generated by UniGen2 in a time
limit of 10 hours was at least five times the total number of solu-
tions. It is important for statistical significance that each solution
be sampled on average at least five times. For each of the bench-
marks, let $s_q, s_s, s_u$ be the number of valid samples generated by
each algorithm and $s = \min\{s_q, s_s, s_u\}$. We subsample uniformly $s$
samples from the valid samples produced by each algorithm and
we also generate $s$ samples from a perfectly uniform distribution,
using the total number of solutions provided by UniGen2.

Figures 6 to 10 show the results of the comparison on all bench-
marks for which the number of generated samples $s$ can be at least

Figure 4: Average time per valid sample, including time to
check validity

Figure 5: Unique solutions produced over same amount of
time

Figure 6: blasted_case47 histogram
We have also applied Pearson’s chi-squared test to the s samples obtained from each algorithm. We compute the \( \chi^2 \) statistic and the corresponding p-value using the known number of solutions to

\[
\chi^2 = \sum \frac{(O_i - E_i)^2}{E_i}
\]

where \( O_i \) are the observed frequencies, \( E_i \) are the expected frequencies, and the sum is over all categories. The p-value is then calculated based on the \( \chi^2 \) statistic with the appropriate degrees of freedom, which are \( (b - 1) \times (a - 1) \) for a \( b \times a \) table. If the p-value is less than the significance level (e.g., 0.05), we reject the null hypothesis that the observed frequencies are consistent with the expected frequencies.

The results show that QuickSampler and SearchTreeSampler are more uniform, indicating that they are not biased towards selecting solutions that are more frequent or less frequent than expected. UniGen2, on the other hand, is still close to uniform on most benchmarks, but it is not as uniform as the other two algorithms.

Besides analyzing the uniformity of the distribution, we also measured the number of unique valid solutions generated. This is arguably more important than the histograms of solution counts, because we want unique solutions to increase coverage in testing. The number of unique solutions is recorded for each algorithm.

In summary, QuickSampler and SearchTreeSampler are the most reliable algorithms for generating uniform samples of SAT solutions. UniGen2 is also close to uniform on most benchmarks, but it is not as reliable as the other two algorithms. The results suggest that future work should focus on improving UniGen2 to make it more reliable for generating uniform samples.

\[^{3}\text{We could not perform power analysis to estimate the type II error rate because that would require a specific alternative hypothesis and we did not see any natural alternative hypothesis for the distribution of samples.}\]
We also present plots of the number of unique solutions produced over time, for two representative benchmarks. In Figure 11 we show the graph for benchmark s820a_7_4, where the number of samples produced is larger than the total number of solutions. We see that the number of unique solutions grows very fast initially, and then stabilizes as we approach complete coverage of all solutions. searchtreesampler and uniGen2, on the other hand, produce solutions at a much slower rate. In Figure 12 we show benchmark enqueueSeqSK.sk_10_42, where the number of valid samples produced is much smaller than the total number of solutions. We can see that quickSampler is able to generate unique solutions orders of magnitude faster than searchtreesampler and uniGen2. We also notice a distinctive step pattern in the graph. This happens because we produce the largest number of samples at the end of each sampling epoch, when the collection of known mutations is the largest.

In summary, we see that searchtreesampler and uniGen2 are a bit closer to uniform sampling, but quickSampler is still very close. In almost all cases the number of unique solutions generated was very close to the number that would be expected if the sampling was uniform and we are able to produce new unique solutions at a faster rate than the other techniques.

6 CONCLUSION

We have developed a new technique to sample solutions to Boolean constraints, with the goal of applying it to constrained-random verification and fuzz testing. For those applications, it is typically acceptable to produce a small number of invalid inputs, so we allow our technique to output samples which are not guaranteed to be valid. By leveraging a small number of MAX-SAT solver calls, quickSampler can generate millions of samples.

Our experiments show that the produced samples are valid with an average probability of 75% on a set of large, real-world benchmarks. Moreover, quickSampler is more than 2 orders of magnitude faster at producing valid samples, when compared to other state-of-the-art samplers. It is also more than 2 orders of magnitude faster at producing unique valid samples, which is especially important to increase testing coverage. We have also verified that quickSampler is still an order of magnitude faster even when it takes the additional time to verify that the generated solutions are valid. Finally, the distribution of samples produced is close to uniform on most of the benchmarks.
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